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Frank Margonis argues that the philosophical basis for the ideals of child-centered 
thought has slowly eroded. He presupposes that the Enlightenment view — as it is found 
in the work of Rousseau — inspired the child-centered movement. Rousseau’s solution, 
however, cannot be ours. Now children become a part of the form of life and tradition 
into which they are born or with which they are surrounded. Child-centered instruction 
could, therefore, imply that educators will follow the direction of the sociological 
influences that happen to shape the cultural landscape forming a child’s environment. 
Margonis argues, furthermore, that such a haphazard logic might lead only to furthering 
what has been learned, for instance, in a patriarchal household. We should, therefore, 
attempt to salvage those elements of the child-centered tradition that deserve our 
allegiance, especially the student’s direction as exemplified in Dewey’s analysis of the 
child’s curiosity.  

Dewey, however, is reproached for his over-emphasis on individualism. Instead of 
asking whether kids have a direction, we should ask, according to Margonis, whether 
there are circumstances in which children point us that can guide pedagogy. This leads 
to the question of whether the student’s initiative can provide a source of guidance 
across circumstances, allowing the sort of continuity provided by Rousseau’s conception 
of nature. Thus far concerning the general outline of the paper.  

Of particular importance to Margonis are those circumstances which can evoke the 
child’s interest, so we are advised to look for them. This type of issue puzzles me. It 
brings forward an instrumental kind of reasoning. Do I take it rightly that not only 
“circumstances” will be used, but also personal relationships? And if that is the case, I 
can only conclude that education (once more) is thought of in an instrumental way, in 
other words, in terms of dealing with a number of measures to be taken by the educator 
to get “the message through.” I fail to see the author’s point where he argues that the 
child-centered tradition has left us a legacy of ethical commitment. What it has left us, I 
think, is the legacy to reappraise the role of the individual. Margonis suggests that that 
kind of learning has to be pursued which deals with “real activities.” This leads, 
necessarily, though not exclusively, to instrumental activities, which to a large extent 
today involve the culture of the mediocre — soap operas, Pizza Hut, and McDonalds — 
that is, to a way of life that can be characterized as dwelling upon “superficial 
immediate satisfaction.”1  

It is difficult to see how this has anything to do with “becoming educated,” the interest 
of the pupils involved notwithstanding. Of course, certain methods can be used that 
might make the process of learning more enjoyable (some would say easier, but I would 
not go that far), but I cannot see this as a criterion for deciding upon content. In a way 
this is a second line of instrumentalism, namely the definition of content on the basis of 
ways leading to its attainment. Incidentally, the argument I have sketched here is 
different from arguing that one should teach now what has been taught decades ago. 
Surely it will always be the case that what is taught needs to be valued by someone, not 
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in the least by those who teach it. But again, not for the sake of its instrumental value, 
but because it is, to them, sufficiently worthwhile to be passed on to the next 
generations; and it is (only) here that personal relationships do come in.  

Finally, whether or not the values of the child-centered instruction fit with the norms of 
the student’s community is, I think, not an issue. As the author rightly argues, we cannot 
but affirm certain values. And that certain groups will not enhance the basic intuition 
child-centered education need not bother us. Thus, the paper does not overcome the 
pitfalls of the closed cogito, of the individual conceived in such a way that he has (and 
by all means can) decide for himself the worthwhileness of everything that is at stake. 
Subjects cannot be conceived in this way, as closed to or separated from other subjects, 
a criticism also raised correctly against Phenomenology.  

What is crucial in the child-centered movement, it seems to me, is the idea that the child 
“knows” (or “feels”) what is good for him. Neither his or her parents, nor society in 
general, “know” in a superior way what the essence of a human life is about. It is this 
idea that has led Rogers2 and Gordon,3 and so many others to criticize what I would call 
the standard position on education that goes back to Kant,4 Herbart,5 and the tradition of 
Enlightenment rationalism. There it is argued that the child has to become a human 
being, for which purpose the process of education will be used. To educate is basically 
to decide in the child’s place because it literally does not know what is good, what it is 
to be “human.” Education was conceived as a “means” to an end, but because “being 
rational” is thought of as identical with “being human,” not because of instrumental 
reasoning. The child’s moral helplessness will be overcome by educators, who represent 
adulthood, that is, humanhood. Being human truly equals being rational for the 
Enlightenment rationalists. Rousseau, on the other hand, stresses the role an individual’s 
appreciation can play in determining (and philosophizing on) human well-being.  

But, values are neither completely external to the individual as the Enlightenment 
rationalists would have it, nor solely internal as Rousseau suggests. Nor do they exist 
somewhere in between us. Rather, as Charles Taylor has argued: “…to be a full human 
agent, to be a person or self in the ordinary meaning, is to exist in a space defined by 
distinctions of worth. A self is a being for whom certain questions of category value 
have arisen, and received at least partial answers. Perhaps they have been given 
authoritatively by the culture more than they have been elaborated in the deliberation of 
the person concerned, but they are his in the sense that they are incorporated into his 
self-understanding, in some degree and fashion.”6  

Furthermore, to be educated means to be initiated into a culture which allows one to 
form one’s own opinions, yet also requires one to accept without criticism (at least at the 
same moment) some basic frame-work. As Wittgenstein argued, “If you tried to doubt 
everything you would not get as far as doubting anything. The game of doubting itself 
presupposes certainty.”7 Incidentally, this certainty does not entail being indoctrinated, 
but is in itself presupposed by it unless the concept of indoctrination is to become 
superfluous. The social ontology that Margonis is looking for needs also to take the 
“third person perspective” as its starting point. And, as the human being is not only 
embedded in a culture in a more objective sense of that concept, but also entertains a 
number of relationships with significant others, it will be important to look at those also 
to understand the process of education.  

The legacy of the child-centered movement, therefore, should not be viewed as a 
rejection of reproduction alone. On the other hand, the child-centered educators went too 
far in accepting that a child could invent everything for him- or her-self, socially (in 
terms of which society we approve) or culturally (in terms of the contents or cultural 
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products we wish to cherish). Where but from other subjects would he or she get 
criteria, leaving aside that he or she can step outside of the inherited frame-work. The 
often vague notion of “experience” does not seem to be helpful to work these things out. 
To come to terms with these problems, we need a different concept of education, which 
takes into account, at the same time, the culture and society into which one is initiated. 
Such initiation does not require blindly following what is offered; instead, it always 
involves a reinterpretation of a content by a subject. The content of the curriculum needs 
to reflect our cultural concerns in the same way that the manner in which we deal with 
each other within schools needs to reflect the kind of society we want. A simple 
reproduction model will not do. Nor does the major task of education lie in changing 
society. But in a more fundamental way, education cannot be conceived without 
encapsulating some other kind of initiation.8 In dealing with what we care for and in 
making clear to pupils why we do care, the onus is on the educator. This is precisely 
what the child-centered movement was all about. Certainly, it was not only about 
instrumental issues, though at first sight it is particularly as a theory of learning that it 
has proved its educational value. Still, the child-centered critique went much deeper: 
human beings cannot but think and experience for themselves. Far from being eroded, 
the basis for the ideals of child-centered thought, therefore, is there, and it is stronger 
than ever.  

1 Not that there is anything wrong with this kind of life per se, but it is not having argued neither for it nor 
for its instrumental justification — on which it goes back, that bothers me most. 
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